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Abstract
Natural disasters as a result of natural damage due to human behavior and natural behavior. The main objective of this research is to find out the traditions and forms of social capital applied by the indigenous people of Urug from the perspective of key figures in dealing with disasters. At the same time find the mitigation that is done in the face of disasters. The research method used is the ethnographic method qualitatively. The sample collection technique in this study used the purposive sampling technique. The results of the study show that helping is a tradition to help residents affected by disasters. The unaffected community provided basic needs including rice, food, clothing, blankets, and shelter before aid from the government arrived. This tradition is related to the principle of brotherhood in society. The findings are that there is disaster literacy carried out to respond to disaster events such as the relationship between river areas and the potential for disasters to occur. Another way of responding is to become a trader outside the village, such as going to trade in big cities so that they get additional income to overcome economic problems. There is a wise way to do this, namely, when someone owes a debt to someone else, someone who has debt can replace the debt not with money but in other ways such as working at the person's place until the debt can be paid off.
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INTRODUCTION

A natural disaster is a natural event that has a major impact on the human population. Natural events can include floods, volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, tsunamis, landslides, blizzards, droughts, hail, heatwaves, tropical storms, typhoons, tornadoes, wildfires, and disease outbreaks. Like Padangsidimpuan City, natural disasters often occur such as floods, landslides, and earthquakes (Hardiyanto & Pulungan, 2019). The occurrences of environmental disasters are related to the shortage of human consciousness in environment conservation (Elyawati & Fatmawati, 2021). Disasters have a catastrophic social and economic impact on human life (Genç, 2018). Even it leads to harm the small and medium enterprises (Sharif, 2021). The other effect is to alter society work because disaster has vanished last work and the society looks another job as new livelihood sources (Indah Yuliasari, 2018). The detrimental impact of disaster requires some disaster mitigation. Mitigation can be categorized as the endeavor to contain nature disaster obstacles. Some methods can be utilized for disaster management like social media. Twitter as social media can be implemented for government to understand the implementation of disaster management policies quickly and accurately (Wahyuningsih & Suswanta, 2021). The other mitigation can be released by building monitoring and early warning systems exerting an internet-based based Arduino microcontroller (Danang et al., 2019). Even disaster mitigation can be released through the curriculum. Curriculum products can jump the disaster response capability of students through extracurricular and extracurricular activities as well as refine the disaster response capabilities of students in Indonesia (Putra et al., 2021).

Furthermore, literacy of disaster is perpetrated by education of disaster which is educated by disaster agency enable to improve attitude, knowledge, and behavior of mother's student in disaster (Bahagia, Mangunjaya, Wibowo, & Rangkuti, 2021). It is regarded with environmental literacy, as the student receives education for environment, it increases the knowledge of the student in disaster. The students accept environment literacy through digital learning where the action is enabled to cease sewage products, as well as the students, receive garbage training processing. In addition, some mitigations are conducted by Local disaster agencies including mapping, inspection, investigation, monitoring, and socialization (Susanti & Ikang Putra Anggara, 2020). One mitigation is to strengthen the capacity of the community to overcome complicated (Yulianto et al., 2021). The knowledge of the community in a disaster can underpin preparedly for disaster and the knowledge can be valuable for the next generation to overcome the disaster (Nurjanah & Apriliani, 2021). Then, disaster management is also performed by the Yusuf prophet by way of saving rice for overcoming unprecedented (Mujahidin et al., 2020). Besides that, local knowledge which is owned by customary societies enables it to include in disaster management. In Urug societies store paddy instead of trading paddy. The goal of this action is to ensure fundamental needs as there is unpredicted catastrophe occurs (Bahagia et al., 2020).

The other is Urug societies avoid greedy principle, it enacts Urug societies avoid from the environment devastated typically land because they farm paddies only one time in a year rather than 3-4 periods in a year (Irfani et al., 2021). Lastly, home gardens possess the fundamental function to adjust the environment typically for the stabilization of climate change. Home gardening has several functions, including protecting water from the surface flow. It avoids the environment from flooding disasters, reduces emissions caused by global warming or climate change, produces oxygen, and safeguards soil fertility. It must be boosted by tradition or mutual assistance to clean the river from garbage because the river which is contained by sewage leads to natural disasters (Bahagia et al., 2021). Based on the theory mentioned, disasters of nature include sliding, swelter, climate change, and flooding. To deal with the natural disaster can be released through community development, ecological literacy, and local customary community where they have a tradition to overcome the case including protecting the nature from devastating and creating some norm which it is restricted the member of the community to ravage the nature. In this research, the research planning will discover the social capital of Urug community to combat the natural disaster. Another goal as the target is to
find out the tradition that has the potential to reduce the risk of natural disasters. Lastly to find about the literacy of disaster which is released by the disaster agency in the community after nature catastrophe strikes the Urug Village.

METHODS

Research on social and cultural values for combating natural disasters in the Urug community is conducted in Urug village West Java Province. The research uses qualitative with the ethnographic method. This is qualitative research in which the researcher investigates a cultural group in a natural environment over a long time in collecting primary data, observation data, and interview data (Kusumastuti & Khoiron, 2019). While qualitative research is the research that is used to explore and understand the value that comes from human and social issues. There are several stages in qualitative research including rising the question, adjusting the procedure, gathering data from informants (Nugrahani, 2014). Qualitative research arises because there is a change in the paradigm in viewing a reality, phenomenon, or symptom. In this paradigm, social reality is seen as something holistic, complex, dynamic, and full of meaning (Nursanjaya, 2021). The sample collection technique in this study used the purposive sampling technique. Purposive sampling is a sampling technique with certain considerations. The sample in Urug societies is the key person of Urug community namely Abah Sukardi. The researcher decides the respondents as fundamental sources of data because the person is high in knowledge in the community and unable to reply to all the questions that the researcher researches to his.

There are three methods that researchers use to gather the data from the field. To begin with, observation is the first method to observe directly the location. Also to envisage the real situation in the research place. Another way is to perpetrate in-depth-interview with the main respondent. They are some questions that the researcher accesses to respondents including social capital like mutual assisting as the tradition in the community to embedded to all of the people. In this research, how mutual assisting as social capital and tradition to aid the impacted person from a natural disaster. Another question is the researcher attempt to gather the information or the mitigation based on tradition and culture of the community to overcome the natural catastrophe. The last question is to gather the method for literacy of disaster in the community. It led to making the community understand the clue of disaster and the way to deal with the issues. After the data have been collected from the in-depth interview, the researcher tries to combine some sources of research data such as the data from Interviews, observation and documentation. Data can be reliable when the result is based on the blending of some sources in numerous methods namely triangulation analyses. When the combination of data sources, makes the data more reliable and look at the persistence of respondents when an in-depth interview is conducted, it will be tightened by the other data sources like observation. Once the data is checked, we trust that it results in expected data.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Ecology disasters such as flooding, sliding and once after a disaster occurs, the people must be identified about the level house damaged. After they identify. When disaster combat Urug societies, the location can't be reached for several days. The assistance from the government must differ in temporary time. The location can't attain because Indigenous of Urug societies can be categorized as the mos damaged village when flooding and land sliding strike to the location. The impact is Urug societies rely on their social and cultural values for combating eco-catastrophe. As disaster occurs, the adverse impact to societies can't be avoided, Urug societies experience losing their houses and even hard ravaged. Besides that, some people as victims lose their entire wealth. As a consequence as many people must be homeless. However, Urug societies have social capital and culture for overcoming this circumstance. One social capital is a social relation among members of societies, whoever of the member is impacted by disaster, the other person must assist to people
who they house is carried out by water when flooding and sliding. The people who they house still in good condition have responsible to share their house before another helping coming. Once the victim has been saved, the neighbor distributes basic food and gives cloth to them.

Despite the people who are impacted by disaster don't have family, the neighbor understands to assist the people. The fundamental need is provided as well as daily needs after the other government assists them. When the victim loses their house because of disaster, the night is willing to render shelter for the person. It shows that the community has a strong social connection among the community. It enables to occur when they don't close to others. Krisdiyanto (2019) disaster management will work well if all elements can coordinate well. Increasing community capacity through the use of effective social capital is very important in disaster management projects. Social capital is an indicator that solidarity among the community is very stringent. Some social capital aspects are trusting, high cohesiveness, cooperation, networking, and working together in societies. It contributes to achieving public interest, increasing public involvement, decreasing the rate of conflict as well as emerging the rate of social harmony in societies (Muhamad et al., 2017).

Social capital covering values and norms, commitment, trust, networking, and sharing of information or knowledge provides benefits in the form of increased community awareness of disaster, social solidarity, and disaster knowledge of the citizens (Tohani & Wibawa, 2019). The other is to imply the tradition like gotong royong or cooperation based on collective behavior rather than individual action. Cooperation has been a habit for Urug people. Collective helping has a part of their life before disaster strikes the community life, it is a heritage from their forefather. For instance, cooperation applies to rebuilding the again house. All the people contribute to building a house which is categorized as heavy ravaged. In this activity, no social punishment to members of people who they don't include in the cooperation activity. It depends on the willingness of someone to mingle in this activity. In addition, when someone doesn't mix in collective action, the other person is persistent to help the people.

Despite this tradition continue to weaken nowadays in the young generation. For example, there is collective awareness to allocate all their prosperity but they will not render money. The people render roof, cement, wood, and equipment and the people don't receive money as payment despite they work to help other people. The people pay it like their energy and power to give again to another person who needs it. The people way to combat postdisaster through social linkage like they share the house for. Another action is for local leaders to create houses for people who fully lose their house. According to Abah Sukardi one house must be funded about 10 million rupiahs Huntap must be abolished anymore but the leader of Urug societies has applied. Another culture of Urug societies, when sliding and flooding combat the area, the people who are impacted by disaster must be assisted by the relative and their neighbor. The tradition like mutual assisting and mutual joining implies in this situation where the relative who they don't affect by disaster must be responsible to lighten the burden of a disaster victim. In this situation, the relatives and their neighbors supply directly the food and drink without asking helping outside of these communities.

They also provide cloth for the children and give shelter for sleep in temporary time until the situation and victim as well as getting help from the government. In social theory show that Urug societies have high solidarity in group and possess stringent social relationship as proof that they apply social capital in their life. Besides that, to combat disaster, Urug societies apply mutual assisting like giving a depth to person but they never intrude to pay back their depth. There is some way that Urug societies do in these circumstances. When the people don't have land for cultivating, the landless people involve as the owner of the land. The person gets benefits from this despite no land are for him to cultivate the plant. Another way browsing paddies and rice to the people. The people render rice and paddies to the people who borrow the rice and paddies. The length of time for giving back again paddies is not determined because it relies on the people who they have or not. The person also gives money despite the people rendering paddies and rice. Even as the person can't
render back the money, people can alter it with other forms like distributing their physical power to help the owner of money where they people borrow that money.

It implements when a disaster occurs to abolish the burden of people victims. In religion particularly in Islam, depts are an economic transaction that contains a mutual assisting value. It results to depts can be explained as social worship because in Islamic religion has a privilege portion. Depts contribute wonderfully to another person because it aids the person who needs it most. The purpose of depts avoids commercial aspects and endeavor led to gain benefit economically (Aziz & Ramdansyah, 2016). Meanwhile, reported that debt can bring a person to heaven because of his intention to help fellow human beings (hablun minannaa) but debt can also bring someone into hell fire when not managed properly (Cahyadi, 2014). Problems due to accounts payable often arise because etiquette in debt is not noticed by the debtor (the creditor) and borrower (the debtor). Hayani (2016) reveals that in Islamic teachings, debts are not allowed for additional elements in returning the goods when the time comes, but things like that are still often found in a society where there is the practice of debts with additional payments that exceed the loan. The other way to mitigate disaster in Urug societies, the head of a village demanding help from the government.

In this, the chief of Urug has a role to connect the societies in a remote area to others for Obtaining some of society's necessities such as medicine, food, and shelter. Despite there being a low connection between societies and governments where Abah Sukardi as the key person of Urug said that when a disaster occurs, Urug societies have a barrier for linking to outside the community. Even Abah Sukarma as head of a village irritates the situation. The relative supply food, drink, and cloth to support their misery in temporary time until the people can deal with the obstacle. It must be bolstered by the other people open they house and hand in hand to prefer. The other way to create community resilience is to conduct permanent housing (huntap). The house only kitchen but the disaster victim can use it as a house. The objective of this building is to aid the people who are impacted by disaster. Societies also accept numerous help from the government. There are 7 houses that chief of the village have been constructed but it must be demolished again because there is a program from societies like huntara. Once a disaster occurs, there is disaster training from universities and government to empower societies for facing disaster. The disaster agency conduct disaster extension to societies to jump the rate of societies consciousness in eco-catastrophe.

It increases society's knowledge and awareness of disasters. The disaster agency reveals the location where it can be proper or improper to utilize as the housing area. Moreover, the disaster agency also advises that the river around the location of societies disallows for transforming to housing societies as well as damaging forest. Event there is some entertainment to cheer up the societies. The household mother and children around invite them to sing a song to eliminate the grieving. Some artists also participate to abolish the sadness of societies. The other way is to make a water reservoir like a pond. The aim is to hold rainwater as the cause of natural catastrophe and to slow down rain surface flow. Sadly, it is improper to societies despite it enables to reduce the number of water. It ensures that there is communication disaster among the community and government as well as disaster agency for reducing the risk of eco-catastrophe. However, Bakti & Fadlurrahman (2020) said that coordination still faces obstacles, for example, there are community and private organizations that do not coordinate with the BPBD of Purworejo Regency during disasters.

The factors that drive successful coordination include meeting forums (physical and non-physical), transparency in decision making, evaluation with stakeholders, and the use of decentralization for stakeholders. When disasters combat humans, many rice paddy fields can't be cultivated. Societies can't react again with 200 binding paddies. After arduous come to societies, there are some strategies to survive amid disaster. It relies on skills. They can work as farmworkers, they must work in more industries and involve in working on the project under the village office. For example to crash road. Besides that, they become traders big ball, bread, cloth, martabak to Bogor city but they gripe because there is covid-19. The Urug societies come to some cities such as Bekasi, Tangerang, Jakarta, and Bogor city. The societies trade fish to Bogor city.
When covid-19 combat the people, it is very fortunate because, after covid-19, the number of societies orders the fish double need. For example, before covid-19, the consumer usually demands 5 kilograms and it rises to 10 kilograms. The people demand through handphone despite the consumer don't face to face due to pandemic.

CONCLUSION

Natural disasters are seen by the community as a result of the problem of environmental damage done by humans. When nature is destroyed, natural disasters are ready to hit human life. The indigenous people of Urug were affected by natural disasters such as floods and landslides in 2020. These natural disasters were resolved with various strengths including traditions and social capital of life which are part of people's lives. Help each other after a natural disaster occurs as a way to deal with disasters, disaster-affected communities are assisted by people who are not affected by the disaster. All needs are met starting from basic food and other needs such as clothing. They do it because they feel that they are brothers to each other, social closeness to the community triggers mutual help. If there are people who have debts, then that person can replace it, not necessarily with money, but can pay in other forms starting from labor by working for the person who lent the funds. Besides that, in dealing with the disaster, the government also builds permanent housing for the people affected by the disaster as a form of physical mitigation in the form of buildings. At the same time providing an understanding of disasters by informing that the river area needs to be protected so that a disaster does not occur. Finally, after a disaster, people are more diligent in working and becoming traders in various cities in response to being able to survive during a disaster.
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